New Crowdfunding Platform Raising the Hopes of People in Need
A crowdfunding website that gives hope, will help the little man raise funds for their
cause, Share and Raise need help and they willing to help others to get this help.
December 19, 2014 (FPRC) -- Individuals who have exhausted all their options of financing their
needs have been thrown a lifeline of hope, following the launch of a new crowdfunding platform
called Share and Raise.
Share and Raise (http://www.shareandraise.com/) allows individuals to create fundraising
campaigns for whatever need they may have. Individuals can create campaigns to raise funds for a
honeymoon, medical expenses, house repairs, surgery for a pet and more.
The platform was founded by Frank Opmeer and his wife Fa who both live in Thailand. The couple
lost their income over a year ago and are on the verge of losing their home too. Frank wants to raise
$30,000 to repurchase their home whenever it goes on auction and had an idea to create a website
to help others facing similar situations. As a result, he invested all of their savings to create Share
and Raise.
"We are really passionate about helping people reach their goal," said Frank. "We believe that
something small can turn into something big. In fact, raising funds for your needs may seem
impossible until you do it with Share and Raise."
It's free to start a fundraising campaign on Share and Raise. And unlike other crowdfunding
platforms that operate an "all or nothing" policy, Share and Raise allows individuals to collect
whatever amount was raised on their campaign whether or not their fundraising goal was achieved.
The platform is committed to helping fundraisers achieve their goal and will even run advertisements
online, in newspapers or billboards to help boost donations for fundraisers. Share and Raise is
available in a number of countries across the world. So, location is not a barrier to achieving a
dream using the platform. For further information about Share and Raise or to start a fundraising
campaign,
visit: http://www.shareandraise.com/.
Contact Information
For more information contact Frank Opmeer of Sharing and Raising (http://www.shareandraise.com)
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